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Application for Grant of a Licence under the Riding Establishments Acts 1964 And 1970 
Northwilds, Fendom, Tain (Ward 8 – Tain and Easter Ross) 

 
Report by Area Environmental Health Manager, North Area 
 
Summary 
This Report relates to an application for the grant of a licence under The Riding 
Establishments Acts 1964 And 1970 

 
1.0  Background 
 
1.1 In terms of the Riding Establishments Acts 1964, no person shall keep a riding 

establishment except under the authority of a licence granted under the Act.  A 
person keeping a riding establishment shall be regarded as keeping it at the 
premises where the horses employed for the purposes of the business concerned 
are kept.  For the purposes of the Act, premises include land.   
 

1.2 A Riding Establishment is regarded as the carrying on of a business of keeping 
horses for either or both of the following:  the purpose of their being let out on hire 
for riding; or the purpose of their being used in providing, in return for payment, 
instruction in riding.   
 

1.3 The Council, as Licensing Authority must ensure that the applicant appears to them 
to be suitable and qualified, either by experience in the management of horses or 
by being the holder of an approved certificate or by employing in the management 
of the riding establishment a person so qualified.   
 

1.4 Furthermore, the Council must ensure that the health, safety and wellbeing of the 
horses is protected in various respects as set out in the legislation.  The Council 
must obtain a report from a veterinary surgeon authorised to carry out inspections 
advising whether in the view of the veterinary surgeon the premises are suitable for 
use as a riding establishment and describing the condition of the premises and the 
horses found there. 

  
2.0 Description of application 
 
2.1 Mrs Jan O’Neill has applied for the grant of a licence to operate a Riding 

Establishment at North Wilds Trekking Centre, The Caravan, North Wilds, Fendom, 
Tain, IV19 1PE. The premises has operated as a riding establishment since 17th 
December 2008. Planning Permission (13/02237/FUL) for change of use to  base 
for horse trekking was granted on 27 August 2013 for a static caravan as reception 
and toilet/wash room; large metal container used as tack and feed room; a block of 
three stables and a small sand schooling area and tie up area. The site is enclosed 
by a post and wire fence with top wire electrified. There is also a large field. The 



Highland Council TEC Services Roads were consulted in 2013 and had no objection 
to the proposal. The proposed number of horses for licensing purposes is 30.  The 
application form dated 14th April 2015 is appended.  
 

2.2 Following receipt of the application, the following agencies were consulted:- 
 

 Police Scotland 
 Scottish Fire and Rescue Service 
 Scottish Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
 Ward 8 Members 

 
 The consultees have responded intimating no objection to the grant of a licence.  
 
2.3 A copy of the report from the Veterinary Surgeon in this case is appended. The vet 

has identified a number of works at the premises which require to be completed 
before any licence is granted. She has also recommended that a provisional licence 
be issued due to uncertainty regarding long term premises in Brora and the 
premises at Fendom having been leased, with a limitation in numbers of horses 
which can be kept there. A provisional licence would last for 3 months. The 
premises would then be re-assessed by the vet who would make recommendations 
as to the issue of a further provisional licence or grant of a full licence. A further 
provisional licence would last for a further 3 months and be assessed by the vet. 
The Acts allow us to issue 2 provisional licenses. 

 
2.4 The applicant previously applied for and was granted a licence by the Caithness, 

Sutherland and Easter Ross Licensing Committee on 29th April 2008. That 
application related to premises at Keepers Cottage, Doll, Brora. The licence was 
renewed each year and expired on 15th December 2014. Prior to each renewal, the 
consultees were asked to comment and a suitably qualified equine veterinary 
surgeon inspected the premises and animals, accompanied by the Highland Council 
Senior Animal Health and Welfare Officer. No major concerns were ever raised and 
no adverse comments received from consultees. 
 

2.5 Due to issues with Planning Consent and being served notice to quit Keepers 
Cottage, Doll, Brora; the applicants are looking to relocate their business to 
Fendom. It should be noted that there is no link between the Riding Establishments 
Acts and Planning permission. 
 

2.6 In addition to pony trekking, the business plan to continue with long-distance trail 
riding. This would result in treks starting and finishing from other locations but the 
licensable establishment would consist solely of the premises at Fendom. This is in 
line with Current Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons Guidance. The business will 
use a number of other sites where the horses will be kept until needed. A plan of 
these is appended. 
 

2.7 There have been allegations relating to the operation of the business. These are an 
operational matter currently being investigated by Environmental Health. Any 
relevant issues will be reported to the Committee. 
 
 

 



3.0 Determining Issues 
 
3.1 Section 1(4) of the 1964 Act allows a local authority the discretion to withhold a 

licence on any grounds. Planning legislation is not a material issue in the 
consideration of a licence application. The Act, unsurprisingly for its age, does not 
state what the general objective of the legislation is but from its terms it would 
appear to relate to the welfare of horses and perhaps the welfare of customers. Any 
reasons for refusal should relate to this and the matters detailed in section 1(4) of 
the Act which can be summarised as the suitability and qualification of the applicant 
and the welfare of horses. 

 
3.2 It also states that in determining whether to grant a licence, the authority have 

regard to certain issues relating to the welfare of the horses and that the licence 
holder possess a valid certificate of insurance. Proposed licence conditions 
(appended) specify these requirements. The vet has specified a number of works 
which require to be completed prior to the grant of licence. These matters will be 
checked prior to the meeting and reported to Committee. 

 
3.3 In any case where the local authority are not satisfied that having regard to all the 

circumstances they would be justified in granting such licence they may grant a 
provisional licence which shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which 
it is granted and shall remain in force for three months.  
 

3.4 Section 1(5) of the 1964 Act states that any person aggrieved by the refusal of a 
local authority to grant such a licence, or by any condition subject to which such a 
licence is proposed to be granted, may appeal to the Sheriff who may on such an 
appeal give such directions with respect to the issue of a licence or, as the case 
may be, with respect to the conditions subject to which a licence is to be granted as 
he thinks proper. 
 

4.0 Timescale 
 
4.1 The acts do not specify a timescale within which to determine an application. 
 
5.0 Powers 

 
5.1 The Committee may: grant a full licence subject to the standard conditions, in which 

case it would last for one year; grant a provisional licence lasting for three months; 
or refuse the application. 
 

5.2 If minded to grant the licence, the Committee may attach such reasonable 
conditions, in addition to the standard conditions, as they think fit. 
 



 

 
 
 
Designation:  Area Environmental Health Manager, North Area 
Author:  Chris Ratter 
Date:  22 May 2015 
 
 
Appendices:  
1. Licence Application Form 
2. Vet Report 
3. Proposed Licence Conditions 
4. Site Plan Northwilds, Fendom 
5. Location Plans of other grazings 
  

Recommendation 
 
Members are invited to determine the above application. 
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Licence Conditions  

 
 
1. Any horse found on the premises by an authorised Officer to be in need of 

veterinary attention shall not be returned to work until the holder of the licence 
has obtained at his/her own expense and has lodged with the Local Authority a 
veterinary certificate that the horse is fit for work. 

 
2. No horse will be let out on hire for riding or used for providing instruction in 

riding without supervision by a responsible person of the age of 16 years or 
over unless (in the case of a horse let out for hire for riding) the holder of the 
licence is satisfied that the hirer of the horse is competent to ride without 
supervision. 

 
3. The carrying on of the business of a riding establishment shall at no time be left 

in the charge of any person under 16 years of age. 
 
4. The licence holder shall hold a current insurance policy which insures him/her 

against liability for any injury sustained by those who hire a horse from him/her 
for riding and those who use a horse in the course of receiving from him/her, in 
return for payment, instruction in riding and arising out of the hire or use of a 
horse as aforesaid and which also insures such persons in respect of any 
liability which may be incurred by them in respect of injury to any person 
caused by, or arising out of, the hire or use of a horse as aforementioned. 

 
5. A register shall be kept by the licence holder of all horses in his/her possession 

aged three years and under which are normally kept on the premises.    This 
register shall be available for inspection by an authorised Officer at all times. 

 
6. The total number of horses permitted by this licence to be used by the 

Establishment is 30. No more than 10 horses shall be kept at North Wilds at 
any time. The sites identified in the “Highlands Unbridled Grazing Sites” plan 
shall all meet the requirements of the current Scottish Government Code of 
Practice for the Welfare of Equidae. 

 
7. There will be available at all times for the horses accommodation suitable as 

respects construction, size, number of occupants, lighting, ventilation, drainage 
and cleanliness.  

 
8. Where the horses are maintained at grass, adequate pasture, shelter, water 

and supplementary feeds shall be provided. 
 
9. All stabled horses shall be adequately supplied with suitable food drink and 

bedding material. 
 
10. All horses shall be adequately exercised, groomed and rested and so far as is 

necessary, visited at suitable intervals. 
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11. All reasonable precautions shall be taken to prevent and control the spread of 
infectious or contagious diseases and veterinary first-aid equipment and 
medicines shall be provided and maintained in the premises. 

 
12. Appropriate steps shall be taken for the protection and extrication of horses in 

case of fire or other emergency. In particular, the name, address and telephone 
number of the licence holder or some other responsible person shall be kept 
displayed in a prominent position on the outside of the premises and 
instructions as to the action to be taken in the event of fire with particular regard 
to the removal of horses shall be kept displayed in a prominent position on the 
outside of the premises. The details of any other user of the sand school should 
also be displayed.  

 
13. All horses shall be maintained in a good state of health and shall be suitable for 

the purposes for which they are kept. 
 
14. Adequate storage accommodation shall be provided for forage, bedding, stable 

equipment and saddlery. 
 
15. The feet of all animals shall be properly trimmed and if shod, their shoes are 

properly fitted and in good condition. 
 
16. Suitable storage facilities shall be provided for the storage of manure, these 

facilities to be to the satisfaction of the Director of Community Services. 
 
17. A copy of this licence shall be suitably displayed to the public in a prominent 

position within the Establishment.  
 
18. When horses are in situ, the licensee shall ensure that horses are adequately 

supervised. 
 

19. If horses are intended to be kept at the premises over the winter, adequate 
shelter must be provided at all sites where horses are to be kept. 

 
20. The larger outdoor school perimeter fence shall be replaced if it is intended to 

be used. 
 

21. The bookings diary for the establishment shall be available to inspect in order 
to monitor the rotation of the horses and their workload. 
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NOTES 
 
(a) Any person aggrieved by the conditions (except conditions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) 

subject to which this licence is granted may appeal to the appropriate Sheriff 
Court;   and the Court may on such an appeal give such directions with respect 
to the conditions as it thinks proper. 

 
(b) Any person who wilfully obstructs or delays any person in the exercise of his 

powers of entry and inspection under the Acts, shall be guilty of an offence. 
 
(c) If any conditions subject to which a licence is granted in accordance with the 

provisions of the Acts is contravened or not complied with, the person to whom the 
licence was granted shall be guilty of an offence. 

 
 

___________________________________________ 














